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WHAT IS ARTEMIS

BENEFITS

Artemis is a spatial analysis system that delivers accurate 3 dimensional scans of high volume bulk 
commodities in storage within bunkers, bins warehouses and even on open to air stock piles. The 
genius of Artemis is that it does this on a cyclical basis and thus ensures up to date inventory that 
reflects current stock levels on a daily basis. The Artemis Laser Scanning System is linked to our proprietary 
Artemis software which records all captured information and regularly updates itself to ensure accurate record of 
stock and movement. The software runs within a windows operating environment and allows on site control and 
delivers a file sharing network ensuring off-site access to information. The Artemis Laser Scanning System utilises 
a multi-axis laser architecture which is capable of generating an extremely accurate point cloud that the Artemis 
software utilises to populate a computer generated 3 dimensional environment. The software integrates the data 
inherent to this 3 dimensional representation with other input values such as bulk density and recorded volume  
to generate valuable statistics such as current stock mass and the calculated volumes of stock moved over any 
given time period.

HOW IT WORKS

3D LASER SURFACE MAPPING



ARTEMIS IN BIN/BUNKER ARCHITECTURE
ARTEMIS in-bin/bunker multi axis laser architecture is capable of scanning large bins and bunkers with 
ease. It allows the Artemis software to precisely source multiple data points and register movements 
within the bin or bunker. The  ARTEMIS scanner utilises an opto-electronic distance  meter and a multi 
axis motor to obtain multiple data points. The non-contact measurement is obtained by principle of com-
parative phase shift measurement that generally requires no reflector. Pin-point alignment of the compact 
sensor can be realized by the visible measuring beam. This means that the multi axis ARTEMIS scanner will 
supply accurate and reliable real-time profile measurements to the ARTEMIS software. Utilising the data 
obtained via the Artemis scanner the ARTEMIS software can generate a 3D image that reflects actual bin/
bunker content with each scan cycle. 

The Ronin  is specially designed to profile very big grain silo bins and storage 
bunkers. The unit can operate as a single unit on the ARTEMIS software platform or as a group within big storage 
bunkers where coverage can be overlaid to prevent “blind spots”. Profile scans can be done on a timed schedule 
or with the Dynamic Profiler in the ARTEMIS software. The Dynamic Profiler compares certain points on the profile 
against previous movements in time and manages the profile scans accordingly. All information is recorded into the 
ARTEMIS software where accurate volume is calculated and tonnages are reported

A)  Motor Housing  
B)  Gear Housing 
C)  Mounting Bar 
D)  Scanning Laser 
E)  Power and Data Conduit

LASER 

TYPE: 650nm laser diode (Red) 
CLASS: Class 2 Conforming to IEC825-1 

 )RFC 12ADF( 2 ssalC ,52806NE/ 
OUTPUT POWER: < 1mW 
DIVERGENCE: 0.6 mrad 
MAX RANGE: 50M  

 )tegrat evitcelfer htiw M 001>( 
MIN RANGE: 200 mm 
RESOLUTION: 1 mm 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE: 1VDC to 30VDC   

 )detcetorp ytitralop esreveR( 
POWER USAGE: <1.5W 
DATA INTERFACE: RS232 -9600,8,N,1 (ASCII) 
OPERATING TEMP: -10°C to +60°C 
WEIGHT: 850 g 
PROTECTION: IP65 

SCANNER 

TILT DEFLECTION: 162°  
ROTATIONAL RES: 50, 000PPR 
CONNECTOR: Circular type (IP68) 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE: +24VDC ±10% 
POWER USAGE: <85VA
DATA INTERFACE: RS232 - 9600,8,N,1 
OPERATIONAL TEMP: 0°C to +40°C 
WEIGHT: 6.5 kg NETT 
PROTECTION: equ to IP65  
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